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Communication
by Jim Laughter
www.tulsanightwriters.com
Communication (from Latin commūnicāre, meaning "to share") is the purposeful activity of
information exchange between two or more participants in order to convey or receive the intended
meanings through a shared system of signs and semiotic rules. The basic steps of communication are the
forming of communicative intent, message composition, message encoding, transmission of signal,
reception of signal, message decoding, and finally interpretation of the message by the recipient.
What are writers if not communicators? When we sit at our keyboards or take out pens and notepads
and place words on a page, what is our end goal if not to communicate? I know we want to create a
document that will entertain, but isn’t it just as important to inform? When we research a scene for a
book, don’t we want to get the facts correct? If we walk readers down a street in any town in the world,
don’t we want them to get a true sense of their surroundings? If our antagonist kills another character,
don’t we want our reader to experience either the thrill of the kill or the pain of death? If we write a
romance novel, don’t we want our readers to finish the book in love or having experienced their first
kiss?
I was inspired in December at our book signing at the Muskogee Arrowhead Mall. I sat at the table
across from Mary Coley. She’d forgotten her writing pad at home, so she visited one of the stores and
purchased one. I took my laptop with me so I could get some work done, but I’d failed to charge the
battery before leaving home, and there wasn’t an electrical outlet near my table. So, while I visited with
the people at the table behind me, Mary sat at her table creating her next masterpiece. With pen and
paper, she began to communicate an idea or vision floating around in her head. The more she wrote, the
more I wondered what she was writing. That’s communication.
2015 was a year of communication for the Tulsa NightWriters. Each of us, in our own way, enhanced
the knowledge of several other members by participating in our accountability program. I learned
something from you, and you learned something from me. Communication. Our anthology project was a
tremendous success. We created a wonderful collection of short stories, poems, essays, etc. Although it’s
local now, it won’t be long before it makes its way out into the world, communicating the dreams and
talents of our members on a global scale. Communication. And, on an individual basis, we’ve had members,
who’ve never published before, release their first book. We’ve also had members, who are multi-
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published, release another book or more. The spectrum of talent in the NightWriters constantly expands
the boundaries around us, stretching who we are and what we have to say for the world to hear.
Communication.
I believe 2016 is going to be another banner year for our club. We don’t have another anthology
planned. We don’t want to kill Bill, do we? Instead, we’re going to stay on our present course,
emphasizing the craft of writing, inspiring new authors to join our club, pushing each other to exercise
our talents, being accountable to each other. The speakers Bill schedules will enter our podium with one
instruction—to enhance the craft of writing. We’re not interested in individual promotion. There won’t
be any speakers brought in to promote their own work. They’ll be there to help you grow as writers.
I hope you’re as excited about 2016 as I am. I’m looking forward to being your president for another
year. Then we’ll turn the reins over to someone else with a fresher vision and see how far he or she can
lead us. The Tulsa NightWriters is a great club with wonderful people. Let’s make 2016 a year to
remember. Let’s communicate.
Visit Jim at www.jimlaughter.com.
Click on Jim’s picture to visit his Amazon author page.
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The Program: A Vision for the New Year
TNW President Jim Laughter
with Our 2016 Officer Board, Our 2015 Flash Fiction Contest Winner, and More!
Martin Regional Library Auditorium, 2601 South Garnett Road, Tulsa, Oklahoma
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

__________________________________________________________________
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January’s
Featured NightWriter

Bob Mueller

www.bobmuellerwriter.com
www.facebook.com/indefixa
www.twitter.com/bobmueller

The Sad Girl—http://bit.ly/IndefixaBooks
Editor: How long have you been a NightWriter?
Bob:
I joined last . . . March? April? I knew that I wanted to find a local club and had asked around
the Muskogee area, but nothing was active. Came to a couple of meetings and loved it.
Editor: What do you write?
Bob:
They sound like thrillers in my head. :)
Editor: What are you currently writing?
Bob:
I'm currently working on the third book in the Sad Girl series—working title, In Plain Sight.
This one will be much darker than the first two, I think.
Editor: Have you published anything?
Bob:
The Sad Girl is out now. That was self-pubbed in March 2014, but I recently got picked up by
Gravity Books, an imprint of Booktrope. It's rereleased as of December 9, but the big marketing release
date is January 11, to coincide with National Human Trafficking Awareness Day. There's a trafficking
theme to the book and the series.
A parolee discovers that he had a daughter who was kidnapped and may have been murdered. But he
finds some errors in the investigation and thinks she's still alive and being held in South America. But he
can't leave the country because he's on parole. What will he do? How far will an ex-con go to rescue a
daughter he never knew, who isn’t even supposed to be alive?
Editor: Have you won any awards?
Bob:
Not yet. I've submitted The Sad Girl to International Thriller Writers, at the suggestion of my
book manager.
Editor: How did you become a published author?
Bob: I've been writing intentionally since about 2004 or so. I finished one book in 2011, with
characters inspired by the Journey song, "Don't Stop Believin’." I submitted that to one agent, and she
passed on it.
In the meantime, I had started work on The Sad Girl and was talking to a friend of mine who had
started self-pubbing a bunch of zombie stories and was doing very well at it. I decided that I wanted to
go that route but didn't think Don’t Stop Believing was ready, so I kept working on The Sad Girl.
Finally finished that, late in 2013, and finally got the courage to release it in March 2014.
Somewhere in there, I did a big rewrite on Don’t Stop Believing.
When I released The Sad Girl, I didn't know what I didn't know about marketing and selling. I started
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doing some research and began to consider subbing it to various small houses, when I discovered
Booktrope, a hybrid publisher. It's a system where they have already vetted the editors, the cover
designers, etc., and have book managers who act as marketing guides, not managers. You're still expected
to do a lot of the work, but you have a ready-made team behind you. You get to choose your cover
designer and your editor, and I think I had much more of a voice in things than I would have had with a
traditional publisher. Everyone gets a percentage of the profits, so it's in everyone's best interest to give
100% on their work.
At any rate, I submitted The Sad Girl to Booktrope's Christian imprint, but they passed, saying the
Christian theme wasn't strong enough. In the meantime, I had become friends with Rachel Thompson,
who had headed up Gravity, another imprint, focused on stories of trauma and recovery. I mentioned
The Sad Girl to her; she read and liked it, and here I am.
Editor: What do you love most about writing?
Bob:
Creating. Creating a world or a situation for someone, then learning about the characters once
they get turned loose in that world. I had the neatest experience writing the sequel to The Sad Girl
when Danny let me know he wasn't satisfied with what he was doing in his life and wanted more. That
led to an interesting story arc that continued into the third book. But that sense of creating, then putting
into motion . . . that's one of the neatest parts for me.
Editor: What do you like to read?
Bob:
Honestly, I'll read almost anything. I was big into Tom Clancy for a long time, as well as
Michael Crichton, Clive Cussler, and Robert B. Parker. I read several of McBain's 87th Precinct books
and loved Wambaugh, too. But I also loved Barry Sadler's CASCA series and Jerry Ahern's The Survivalist.
My TBR list is over 300 books, right now, and has a ridiculous variety of genres and authors.
Editor: What is your writing regimen?
Bob:
I try to write something every day. I'm getting better at that. I'm posting my weekly writing
totals on my website for accountability. When I'm working on a book, I tend to write by hand, then
transcribe late in the evening or first thing the next day. But what little short fiction I've done has been
right at the computer. The handwriting thing started during the The Sad Girl sequel. I knew I was going
to be away from the computer for several days, so I took an old notebook along and churned out several
thousand words in just a few days—way better than I did on the laptop. So I stuck with it. I find I can
hit my stride faster and turn out better work that way. It probably has something to do with distractions.
Editor: What advice would you give to other writers?
Bob:
Read a lot. Write a lot. Even if you think you're stuck, just get some words down. Write a letter.
Write a blog post. Write a long post on Facebook Notes, even if you don't publish it. Read and write
outside your genre and typical format, too. Writing for the Tulsa NightWriters Flash Fiction Contest
stretched me a little bit, but I liked the feeling.

About Bob Mueller

When you get right down to it, Bob Mueller writes about emotions. He finds them in his own
experiences, as a divorced father and family member of a sex-abuse survivor, and from the people he
meets. He puts himself in someone else’s shoes and teases out their feelings. Blending that with bits and
pieces of history and life experience, he crafts a story that might have been inspired by a song or a news
article. But it’s about emotions, in the end.
Born in North Texas and raised in southeastern Ohio, Bob is a member of Tulsa NightWriters and
Oklahoma Writer’s Federation, a father of eight, and a pastor’s husband. When he’s not writing, he
enjoys reading (thrillers, historical fiction and nonfiction, and police procedurals), genealogy, and
shooting.

__________________________________________________________________
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Pet Grammar Peeves
by Carol Lavelle Snow
clsnow108@gmail.com

For a former English teacher, hearing others use words incorrectly is like hearing fingernails scraping
the blackboard. Yet, most of the time, we can say nothing to the source of the irritation. I’ve yelled at
people in ads on TV but can hardly do that with friends. So now I’m quietly yelling at you. Please don’t
make these mistakes.
1. “I know where I’m at.” What is this “at”? “At” is a preposition that has no place in that sentence.
One should say, “I know where I am.” or “We know where we are.” not “We know where we’re at.”
2. I even heard the first President Bush use this one once. “Secondly, we should help our neighbors.” It
is correct to say, “Second, we should help our neighbors.” I even heard someone say “firstly” once. One
should simply use “first.” First, wash the dishes. Second, clean the cabinets and stove. Etc.
3. “She is smarter than me.” This sentence should read, “She is smarter than I.” If using “I” sounds
funny to you, go ahead and use the understood verb “am.” “She is smarter than I am.” not “We are
more talented than them.” but “We are more talented than they.” or “We are more talented than they
are.”
4. This error seems to be gaining momentum: “He gave the present to Shirley and I.” “I” is subjective
case. But since it is used as the object of the preposition, “to,” you should use objective case: “me.” “He
gave the present to Shirley and me.” You’d never say, “He gave the present to I.” You’d say, “He gave
the present to me.” Of course, you should use “me” with other prepositions, too. not “He was standing
between Shirley and I.” Say instead, “He was standing between Shirley and me.”
5. The word “alright” is listed in my dictionary as substandard. Much better to use two words: “all
right.” This word is different from the word “already.” “Already” is pronounced as one word. “All right”
is pronounced as two words. So don’t write, “It is alright for you to sleep in.” Write instead, “It is all
right for you to sleep in.”
6. The same thing is true of the words “a lot.” Some want to combine them into one word: “alot.” But
“alot” is not even in the dictionary. not “That’s alot of homework.” but “That’s a lot of homework.”
7. I almost forgot “lie” and “lay.” The problem with these words is that “lay” and “laying,” which mean
to put or place, are often used instead of “lie” and “lying,” which mean to rest or recline. So your
character should tell another character, “Lie down.” not “Lay down.” You should write, “The book
was lying on the table,” not “The book was laying on the table.”
8. My final pet peeve has nothing to do with writing but still has me fussing at the TV. But maybe,
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someday, you’ll write a script and have some say about how it is delivered. Actors seem to think
emphasizing the word “you” in an ad personalizes it for the viewer. “We want to make you happy.” (As
if they aren’t interested in making others happy.) If any word in that sentence should be emphasized, it is
the word “happy.” not “We’ll visit your town.” but “We’ll visit your town.”
There, now I feel better.

_______________________________
******* Books authored and coauthored by Carol Lavelle Snow *******

About Carol Lavelle Snow

Although Carol has an MFA in drama from OU, she taught English at Ohio University, TCC, ORU, and
Spartan. She has acted in and directed plays all over the country and played Aunt Eller in
Discoveryland’s production of Oklahoma! for 11 summers. Her scripts have appeared on the Narrative
Television Network and at Spotlight Theater. She’s published a western novel, The Search for Hezekiah’s
Gold, as well as The Gray Warriors, a book she and her husband wrote about his experiences working with
the DEA in Peru. You can find her poetry online in magazines, like Writer’s Haven and StepAway
Magazine, and in print in several journals, including The Lyric, Harp-Strings Poetry Journal, and Westward
Quarterly.

__________________________________________________________________

Newspeak
by

Charles W. Sasser

http://charlessasser.com/wordpress/

In his dystopian novel 1984, George Orwell coined Newspeak to eliminate undesirable words, change
or strip them of old unorthodox meanings, and construct new words designed to impose a desirable
political attitude.
The aim of Newspeak, Orwell explained, was to narrow the range of thought and make Thought
Crime impossible because there would be no words in which to express it.
More than a half-century later, Newspeak and Thought Crime have invaded modern society.
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Newspeak particularly impacts writers and journalists who traditionally feel it their sacred duty to jolt,
cajole, offend, satire, and drive language and thought into new realms of truth and meaning.
Modern Newspeak is particularly insidious to writers, intellectually insulting, and dangerous to freedom
of speech and the press. Writers are being mugged of language and the depths of understanding to which
unfettered language is capable of reaching. They are being herded into conformity of thought and
expression, the greatest ambition of which is not to offend. In such a cautious cultural climate, writers
guard their pens and self-censor out of fear of saying something that someone else might find offensive.
Call it the blanding of America, verbal anesthesia, a highly-cultivated ignorance in which empty,
inoffensive, bloodless euphemisms are invented to replace simple descriptive terms. Words such as
“differently-abled;” “special;” significant other;’ undocumented citizens. . . .” Many words are now
considered so offensive they border on criminal “hate speech.”
A National Euphemism Board was established to rule on the most politically correct and least
offensive words that may be used. A spokesman explained that the Board wanted to make people feel
better about themselves and the world around them through the “proper” control of language.
The University of Missouri’s School of Journalism published Dictionary of Forbidden English. Among
proscribed words and phrases are: “fried chicken,” because it may be racially insensitive; “gorgeous,”
because it implies a standard that not everyone can meet; “Dutch treat,” as it insinuates the Dutch are
cheap; “niggardly,” because it’s so close to that “other word. . . . “ Similarly-banned words for absurd
reasons include: pregnant; fat; lying or liar; midget; body odor, now suggested being referred to as “nondiscretionary fragrance;” or words derived from “black,” such as blacklist, blackboard, black magic. . . . One
school changed the lines in the old limerick from “Baa Baa Black Sheep” to “Baa Baa Green Sheep.”
The Los Angeles Times issued its reporters a guideline for “Ethnic, Racial, Sexist or Other
Identification” that forbids the use of mailman, mankind, manmade, co-ed, normal and an endless list of other
“offensive” words and terms. The paper’s “Diverse Quotes” policy also required reporters to include
quotes from women and minorities, no matter the subject of the story.
“Two women, an Africa-American, a Hispanic, a lesbian, and a transgender had these comments
about the ten-car pileup on the LA Freeway. . . .”
Are these people really serious? Yes! Writers are discouraged from approaching an increasing number
of “sensitive” topics unless they do so in a manner approved by self-appointed cultural elites. That
means not taking a critical or questioning stance on such topics as Muslims, race, poverty, gender, global
warming, handicapped people, single mothers, obesity, gays . . . on and on. How many writers have not
thought carefully before using a particular word or tackling a controversial subject for fear of getting
crossways of current wisdom?
At the least, such a writer may be attacked as heartless, cruel, incompassionate, or guilty of some
“ism.” It may even be dangerous.
Moviemaker Theo Van Gogh was assassinated in Belgium for insulting Islam; the FBI advised a
Seattle newswoman to move and change her name since they could not protect her after she penned a
controversial article; Air Force Intelligence phoned me after publication of my Predator book to inform
me they had “credible information that a fatwa had been issued” against my life.
Truth, reality itself, has fallen prey to cultural relativity and political correctness. Truth has become
flexible, mobile, ever-changing. Words control thought; thought controls civilization; he who controls
words controls thought and civilization.

_______________________________
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******* Books by Charles W. Sasser *******

AND MANY MORE. . . .
About Charles W. Sasser
Charles W. Sasser has been a full-time freelance writer/journalist/photographer since 1979. He is a
veteran of both the U.S. Navy (journalist) and U.S. Army (Special Forces, the Green Berets), and is
retired from the military after 29 years active and reserve service. A former combat correspondent
wounded in action, he also served 14 years as a police officer (in Miami, Florida, and in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, where he was a homicide detective). He has taught at universities, lectured nationwide,
and traveled extensively throughout the world. His bio is included in Who’s Who in the World. He
is author of more than 50 published books and 3,000-4,000 magazine articles and short stories. His
books have been translated into Chinese, Russian, Serbian, Thai, French, Spanish and other
languages.

__________________________________________________________________

Hey, Kids, Watch This—
Go BEYOND Aging Well
by

Nikki Hanna

www.nikkihanna.com

New Book

Nikki Hanna’s fifth book, Hey, Kids, Watch This—Go BEYOND Aging Well, is published
on Amazon. A Kindle version will be available soon. Hanna says: “I accidentally wrote this book
while developing handouts for a seminar on Aging Beyond Well for a university’s lifelong learning
program. As I combined the handout materials into one computer file, it occurred to me the file
could easily be made into a book. So I designed a cover, tacked on a table of contents, rounded out
the material, massaged it a bit, and this happened. I hope you enjoy my accidental book and that you
steal some of its shine.”

__________________________________________________________________
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Carol Lavelle Snow
clsnow108@gmail.com

Poetry Acceptance

Carol Lavelle Snow’s poems “Journey to the Past,” “Summer
Love,” and “So Silently” have been accepted for publication
by Songs of Eretz Poetry Review.

______________________________________________________________________________

Karen Marie Graham
(Click on the graphic to open the link.)

Meet-and-Greet, Amazon Promotion, and Reader Feedback

Books-A-Daisy authors Karen Marie Graham and Tricia Harsley were featured at a Meet-and-Greet at
the Hear My Heart store at Persimmon Hollow on December 19. All Books-A-Daisy author books were
available for sale and continue to be offered at Beth Wilson's new store. Books-A-Daisy also hosted a
free Amazon promotion during Christmas. And we've been blessed with book clubs and student readers
leaving feedback on our work, too. It's been a great month!

Twenty-Three 5-Star Reviews!

Tricia Harsley's How Skunk Got His Stripes, illustrated by
Karen Marie Graham, received 23 new 5-star reviews this month.
You can read her amazing reviews here:
http://www.amazon.com/How-Skunk-Got-HisStripes/dp/1938678109/ref=cm_cr_pr_product_top?ie=UTF8

Twenty-Six 4- and 5-Star Reviews!

Karen Marie Graham also received 3 4-star reviews and 23 5-star reviews in
the month of December for The Promises You Keep. You can read the
fantastic reviews here: http://www.amazon.com/Promises-Keep-KarenMarie-Graham/dp/193867801X/ref=cm_cr_pr_product_top?ie=UTF8
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Twenty-Three 5-Star Reviews!

Karen's children's book, Thank You, God, For Everything: A
Nursery Rhyme Picture Book, received 23 new 5-star reviews, too:
http://www.amazon.com/Thank-You-God-ForEverythingebook/dp/B00CKE1XLY/ref=cm_cr_pr_product_top?i
e=UTF8

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Polar City Red
by

Jim Laughter

www.jimlaughter.com

Jim Laughter's climate-fiction novel, Polar City Red, will be used as a required reading book in a special
political science class on climate change at Vanderbilt University, beginning January 12, 2016. It is one of
only six books chosen for this project.

__________________________________________________________________

2016 Tulsa City-County Library Fundraiser
JANUARY 9, Karen Marie Graham has once again organized a
Tulsa City-County Library fundraiser and 40-author book fair. Here
are the details! Come out and support your local authors and your
local library!

Saturday, January 9, 2016
1:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
HARDESTY REGIONAL LIBRARY
FROSSARD AUDITORIUM
8316 E. 93rd Street • 918-549-7550
PANEL DISCUSSION FOR ASPIRING WRITERS • 1:00 p.m.-2:30 p.m. • Maple Room
A panel of publishers and writers will share tips on getting your work published. Panelists include Tate
Publishing, Total Publishing & Media, Books-A-Daisy owner and author Karen Marie Graham, Nimrod
Editor-in-Chief Eilis O’Neal, authors Will Thomas and Colleen McCarty.
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READERS: Meet 40 local authors, buy their books, get them signed, and support library programming;
10 percent of all sales will be donated to the Tulsa Library Trust.
WRITERS: Attend the panel discussion, get tips from publishers and writers, and network with others.
This program is in conjunction with Tulsa City-County Library’s Adult Creative Writing Contest.
Deadline for entries is Jan. 31.

__________________________________________________________________

Charles W. Sasser
www.charlessasser.com

TCC Classes to be Taught by Charles W. Sasser

Charles W. Sasser will be teaching two history courses next semester at Tulsa
Community College, for adult continuing education (TCC Adult Continuing
Education). The first is "The Cyclic Theory of World History." The other
course: "The Genesis of World War II and its Aftermath."

__________________________________________________________________

A Catalogue of Common People
by

Mark Darrah

Mark Darrah (A Catalogue of Common People)

Full Circle Homepage: http://fullcirclebooks.com/

Book Signing at Full Circle Bookstore

Mark Darrah will be signing copies of his book, A Catalogue of Common People, at a multiauthor event at Full Circle Bookstore, 50 Penn Place, 1900 Northwest Expressway, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, on January 16, 2016, from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

__________________________________________________________________

2016 OWFI Conference
When:
Where:

May 12-14, 2016
Embassy Suites in Oklahoma City
1815 S. Meridian
Keynote Speaker: Steven James
For more information visit www.owfi.org.

_______________________________
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An Update
on the 2016 OWFI Writing Contest
from TNW President

Jim Laughter

www.jimlaughter.com

These are simple instructions for submitting your entries to the 2016 OWFI Writing Contest. The
entry and coversheet forms, along with the categories and rules, can be found at www.owfi.org under
the Contest tab. You’ll need to download the forms and save them to your computer in either .pdf or
.doc format. Please be aware that the e-mail addresses listed on the OWFI website are incorrect.
I’ll give the correct ones below.
The first thing you must do is pay the $30 contest entry fee. All you have to do is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Log in to your PayPal account.
Click on Money.
Click on Send Money.
Click on Pay for Goods and Services.
Search for Oklahoma Writer’s Federation, Inc.
Select the pop-up box that directs you to owfitreasurer001@gmail.com.

This will bring up a page where you can pay the $30 entry free. Once your fee is confirmed as being
paid, you may enter as many contest categories as you wish.
ENTRY FORM: You need to fill in the Entry Form with the categories and titles you are entering in
the contest. The categories do not have to be in any particular order. E-mail it to the contest
chairperson, Marsha Oldham, at mkoldham@pldi.net. The e-mail address (owfientry.com) given
on the OWFI website is incorrect. Do not use it (unless it gets changed to the correct one). As you
add new entries to the entry form, simply update it and e-mail the updated copy to the address above.
The following is a sample of a properly completed entry form: contest entry form — sample
COVER SHEET: Every entry requires that a separate cover sheet be submitted as an attachment to
the Category Chair, along with your entry. The e-mail address of each Category Chair can be found
under the Contest tab.
The following is a sample of a properly completed cover sheet: contest cover sheet — sample
NOTE: Notice, on the cover sheet, that, at the end of the “Category” line, there is a “No”
designation. This is the Category Number, not the line number off of your entry form.
Suggestion: Fill out a copy of the cover sheet with your personal information and do a SAVE AS to
your computer and title it BLANK COVER SHEET. Then, as you finish an entry, you can simply
open the blank cover sheet, fill in your entry information, then do another SAVE AS with your entry
title and category. This saves a lot of time and headaches. Unless I miss my guess, you should be able to
save a copy of both forms from the samples I’ve created above.
RULES: Be sure to follow the rules and guidelines carefully to avoid having any of your entries
disqualified. Pay particular attention to headers and page numbers, as well as the information you post in
the upper right hand corner of your entry. Remember, you may not have a header or page number
on the first page of your entry. Microsoft Word has a very simple procedure for posting headers and
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page numbers to page 2 and so on. If you don’t know how to do this, let me know, and I’ll try to help
you.
If you have any questions about this or if I’ve missed a vital piece of information or if you need any
help, please don’t hesitate to contact me at jimlaughter@att.net.
Find the above information and more on the TNW Website—
https://tulsanightwriters.wordpress.com/owfi-writing-contest/

__________________________________________________________________

Our 2015 Christmas Party
Thank you, Kathlyn Smith,
for hosting our annual Christmas party in your beautiful home!
On December 15, award-winning author, Kathlyn Smith,
opened up her home to the Tulsa NightWriters for an
evening of celebration. If you missed this party, you missed a
special evening. We installed new officers, awarded our Flash
Fiction Contest winners with cash prizes, recognized 31
NightScripts contributors, and announced our Tulsa NightWriter
of the Year nominees and winner.
This year, because the third Tuesday falls so close to Christmas,
we’ll be having our Christmas party on the second Tuesday of
the month.
ABOVE: Hostess Kathlyn Smith
(right) with author Linda
Trout (left).

Mark your calendars now
for this year’s party: Tuesday, December 13.
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_______________________________

The 2015 TNW Flash Fiction Contest Results
by Last Year’s First-Place Winner,

Bill Wetterman

bwetterman@cox.net, http://theheartofanovelist.blogspot.com,
http://www.facebook.com

The 2015 Flash Fiction Contest is over. The winner of the contest has the distinct privilege of
running the event in 2016. This year we had 18 entries. The judge works as rural newspaper editor, is
the winner of many journalistic contests, has published in local, state and national publications,
contributed to a best-selling, state-endorsed book, and is a commissioned writer for the awardwinning magazine of the National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum.
Points were awarded in five categories with a maximum of 20 points each, with a perfect score of
100.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The First Paragraph: Who, what, where, giving the reader a sense of place and time.
Style, voice, and the use of the five senses.
Character development.
Grammar, POV, typography, and spelling.
The Ending: Conflict and issue resolution.
The Winner:
2nd Place:
3rd Place:
Honorable Mention:

Marion Grace
Maggie Villines
Kathlyn Smith
Carol Hall and Dixie Maxwell

Marion Grace scored a perfect 100.
Maggie Villines scored an almost perfect 98.

Congratulations to all our contestants
for providing outstanding stories, making the judging difficult.
_______________________________
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The Winning Story
1st Place—2015 TNW Flash Fiction Contest

Coping Skills
by

Marion Grace

Which box should she check? Muriel Taylor had to be fast and vigilant. Lives depended on it. The din of
the complicated conveyor belt system unnerved her. The oil smell on the gears annoyed her, but it
helped to focus on the deceptively simple job. Boxes arrived via belt, she checked them, then redirected
them via second belt.
The first box appeared, followed by others in a mocking parade. Which box? No. They all had to be
checked. She pulled some off, but a few got away, and fell with a thud. Too fast. Too many!
Her frenetic box cutter unsealed each box and she rummaged through. She shoved an apology letter
inside, and closed with a pathetic tape strip. Those redirected, her attention turned to the overflow. More
boxes fell on boxes.
Familiar extremity tingle, then dizziness, and the clench in the gut seized her. She had to do this right. At
random, she clutched a box and tore it open.
The conveyor stopped, along with all sound. Save one. A child sobbed behind her. She froze.
The youngster said, “You failed.”
Muriel turned to confront her accuser. Half of the child’s face was ripped off, the eye hung from the
socket. Where skin and muscle had been, a hideous, bloody, rictus grin remained. Holes in the torso
were visible as what was left of two small arms held out a box. A flash blinded Muriel, a concussion wave
bludgeoned her chest, and a wail from Hell blew out her eardrums. Her own scream woke her gasping,
enveloped with the cold, wet skin of nightmares.
The pills weren’t working.
Get a Grip. Muriel chided herself as she returned to her psychiatrist, Dr. Joe Keplick. After she
recounted the worsening nightmares, he made notes. She noticed his wall calendar had the last Friday
circled with sun rays emanating. 5 p.m. was prominently written.
“Muriel,” he began, “Our O’Hare Airport is the busiest in the world. Your job, inspecting boxes, is
high stress. You’re overwhelmed because you’ve adopted an unrealistic responsibility level.”
Her gaze, on the floor in shame, rose to his face, with hope.
“You have a ‘Savior Complex.’ You believe you must save others, but that responsibility can’t be
met. Your uncontrollable guilt means you can’t experience a job well done. Your world isn’t safe.”
He waited.

She dared to believe.
“Be part of a team, and admit that others care.” He said.
She asked, “How do you cope?”
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“I do my best and trust others. I take a trip to sun-drenched Miami, where sands are white, water
salty, and cells are off.” He smiled and suggested a new prescription.
Muriel slept. She embraced the policy of random checking. By the end of the month, she left her shift
on time. Switching on her car radio, she heard, “Breaking news. 5 p.m. Flight 180 to Miami out of
Chicago O’Hare exploded minutes after take-off from a bomb in the cargo compartment. No survivors.”

_______________________________

2015 NightWriter of the Year
Nominees and Winner
by

Kathlyn Smith

Every year, each member has a chance to nominate one of their fellow writers to be the NightWriter
of the Year. Nominees are people within the membership who have demonstrated leadership skills,
people skills, knowledge of writing and who have gone above and beyond in making TNW a better
group through their contributions.
This year, we had four outstanding nominees:
Adrean Messmer

Bill Wetterman

Carolyn Steele

Julie Kimmel-Harbaugh

Each of these individuals has given of their time and talents throughout 2015. All nominees received a
Golden Circle Award certificate.
Here are just a few of the reasons that they were nominated for this honor, (in no particular order,
paraphrased, and from multiple nomination forms):
* She is a vital new voice for TNW.
* He has given multiple presentations and is always available to answer writing questions.
* She sets a wonderful example of what a NightWriter should be: speaker, judge, hostess, mentor,
editor, committee member, and more.
* She has been the voice of TNW with beautiful and informative newsletters.
* Her “Happy” comes through in the way she helps others.
* Pleasant personality.
* Was instrumental in getting the anthology off the ground.
* Great editor—she could be a professional editor!
* Always willing to help answer any questions.
* Beautiful work on the newsletter and book catalog.
* Appreciate their service as an officer.
* Fearless leader.
* He shares tips generously—especially helpful to new writers.
* Endless time on the newsletter.
* A breath of sunshine and the embodiment of TNW.
* She supports the club and its writers by faithfully attending meetings & events.
* Dedicated to nurturing & encouraging the next generation of Tulsa NightWriters.
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The nominees this year represent so many of these characteristics as a group; however, we can only
have one NightWriter of the Year. For 2015, that honor was bestowed upon:
Julie Kimmel-Harbaugh
Congratulations, Julie! We are all so very proud of you!

________________________________

Our 2015 Tulsa NightWriter of the Year Nominees
Carolyn Steele

Bill Wetterman

with President Jim Laughter

with President Jim Laughter

Adrean Messmer

displaying her 2015 OWFI
Writing Contest Awards

___________________________

Our 2015 Tulsa NightWriter of the Year
Behind the Scenes
by

Julie Kimmel-Harbaugh
www.facebook.com/AuthorJAKimmel

LEFT: President Jim Laughter with Julie Kimmel-Harbaugh

If, as Shakespeare wrote, all the world’s a stage, and all the men and women, merely players, then
what part do you play in Tulsa NightWriters—standing in the spotlight, applauding from the audience,
or working behind the scenes? You might enjoy all three roles, depending on the circumstances. I’ve
always viewed myself as the behind-the-scenes type, and I carried this self-image with me when I became
your editor in January 2015.
Upon joining Tulsa NightWriters, I knew only one person—the person who invited me to my first
meeting, Carolyn Steele. It’s largely because of Carolyn’s friendliness that I kept coming to meetings.
Walking into a room full of strangers made me want to run and hide. Carolyn’s encouragement and
kindness made a life-altering difference for me—it was the difference between retreating to my comfort
zone and getting my work published, serving as editor, and being selected as Tulsa NightWriter of the
Year. One person set the wheels in motion, and she did it while working behind the scenes.
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When I consider all the talented and accomplished members in our club, I can hardly believe that you
chose me . . . of all people . . . as Tulsa NightWriter of the Year. How on earth did that happen? Trying
to comprehend it has sent me mentally traveling back in time to the end of 2014.
Our group needed an editor. Jim Laughter was vacating that position in order to run for president on
the 2015 officer board. The announcement was made several times, but no one stepped forward.
After a meeting, I found my feet moving in Jim’s direction as if guided by some invisible force. In
retrospect, it must have been Divine inspiration . . . or temporary insanity. I introduced myself and said,
“If you really need an editor, I might be able to help.”
“Great!” replied Jim.
“I can type,” I said, “but computers aren’t really my thing. You’d have to do a lot of hand-holding.”
“You don’t have to be an expert,” he replied. “It’s easy. All you do is cut and paste.”
Jim had chosen precisely the right words—my degree was in elementary education. If I knew anything,
it was how to wield scissors and glue. I even fancied myself as a bit of a collage artist.
My eyes lit up. “I’m good at cut and paste, but I’m not sure how to copy pictures.”
Since our newsletter is jam-packed with graphics, that statement would have been a red flag for many
people. But not for Jim Laughter.
“Copying pictures is easy,” he said and offered a brief explanation, culminating with a comment
about something else I knew nothing about.
I don’t recall what it was, but it could have been almost anything, so I’ll go with link.
“What’s a link?”
Our newsletter contains dozens of links, so that question would have given most people pause. But
not Jim Laughter. He explained hyperlink basics and asked if I had any other questions.
“Actually,” I said, “I know so little that I don’t even know what to ask. Let me think about it, and I’ll
get back with you.”
“No problem.”
There’s no telling what Jim was really thinking. If he thought he’d narrowly escaped being stuck with
someone from the Dark Ages, then he didn’t show it.
Driving home that night, I reflected on the evening. The club needed someone more knowledgeable,
and my computer phobia made me an unlikely candidate. I decided to put off making a decision until our
next meeting. Surely someone would come forward. If they didn’t, then I’d volunteer.
At the group’s next meeting, I held my breath as another call was made for an editor. A hush fell over
the room. Not a hand went up. I bolstered my courage with an internal pep talk. True, my skills were
rusty because I had stayed home to raise my daughter, but I had worked as a secretary, as well as an
administrator, and I had taught hundreds of elementary-school students. I could handle a newsletter . . .
right?
After the meeting, I approached Jim. “Hi, Jim. Remember me?”
To Jim’s credit, he didn’t cringe or roll his eyes.
“I’ve thought some more about doing the newsletter, and I’d like to give it a try.”
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Jim smiled. “Great!”
He obviously did not understand the gravity of the situation.
I gave him an opening to reject my offer. “You might prefer someone who’s more experienced. I’d
have to learn.”
“Do you know how to use Microsoft Word?”
“A little, but I’ve used it only for typing documents and reports. I’ve never done an electronic
newsletter.”
“Nothing to it. All you do is use the previous newsletter as a template and insert the information
people send in.”
I spoke slowly, as if talking to a child. “I wasn’t exaggerating when I said you’ll have to do a lot of
hand-holding. Are you sure you’ll have time to show me what to do?”
“I’ll make time. Give me a call, and we’ll set something up.”
If Jim was hoping I wouldn’t call, then he didn’t let on.
A bout of pneumonia caused me to miss the 2015 officer election. Some people might have seized
upon that as an excuse to get rid of the woman who had never done more with a hyperlink than click on
it. But not Jim Laughter or President Lottie Wilds. She recited my name at the next meeting, along with
the names of the other officer nominees. No one said “nay.” I was in.
What had I done?
After the election, I brought my laptop to Jim’s house for a tutorial. He pulled up an old newsletter
on his computer and explained how he went about the job of being editor. As it turned out, there was a
little more to the position than publishing a newsletter . . . and a little more to creating the newsletter
than cutting and pasting. Jim made it look so easy as he clicked away on his keyboard. I couldn’t even
find the right buttons on mine. My eyes glazed over. My thoughts wandered.
Jim had gone out of his way to help me. I didn’t want him to know that I was more ignorant than
even I thought I was. When he finished speaking, I gave him a fixed smile and nodded mechanically.
Though I’d been watching his mouth move, I hadn’t heard anything for several minutes.
Then Jim said something that penetrated the fog. “This is just my format. You can make it look any
way you want. I think you’re going to create a wonderful newsletter, and I’m really excited to see what
kind of magic you can pour into it.”
If he was implying that it would take magic (or a miracle) in order for me to get it done, then it sailed
straight over my head. Jim had used exactly the right words. Creating magic with scissors and glue was
my trade. The miracle was yet to come.
It took two weeks, and dozens of e-mails and phone calls with Jim, for me to figure out how to put
the January newsletter together. He quickly caught on to the fact that I barely knew how to turn on a
computer, much less use one, and he often anticipated my next stumbling block before I even knew
there was another step.
Finally, the moment of truth arrived; it was time to send out the newsletter. Over 80 members were
depending on me. I had never sent out a mass e-mailing. What if I pressed the wrong button and my
computer blew up, destroying everything? My pulse quickened as I pressed “Send.”
Surely everything would be all right. I had spent days proofreading the final copy. In fact, I was so
thorough that club members received the January newsletter five times. (How that happened, I’ll never
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know.) When several people pointed it out to me, I feared that my ineptitude had embarrassed the Board
and annoyed the membership. But maybe there was hope; only a few people had written, so maybe
everyone else received only one copy.
Off went another e-mail to Jim. “Help! By any chance did I send you more than one newsletter?”
Jim’s response went something like this: “Yes, you did, but that just made it five times the reading
pleasure. Perfection! Absolute perfection.” Once again, Jim knew exactly what to say.
Is this really what went on behind the scenes? Well . . . do you think a writer, who is also a bit of an
artist, would embellish a story as much as she would a collage? Regardless, Jim deserves a medal for his
patience in showing me the ropes that first month. Like Carolyn, he was working behind the scenes to
make a difference.
Many other people also played important parts, making it possible for me to do my job. A record
number of you submitted articles, interviews, and reflections for the newsletter, generating a
participation rate of approximately 40%. That percentage is even higher if we add brags and
announcements to the mix. As you can see, I owe a lot to NightWriters.
I’ve also benefitted from the wisdom and experience of an incredibly dedicated Officer Board: Jim
Laughter, Charles Betzler, Bill Wetterman, and Pam Wetterman. Always available to answer my endless
questions and steer me clear of the shoals, they, too, were working behind the scenes.
A year has passed since that first newsletter. It has grown with me, and I’m still learning from all of
you. These days, when I walk into a meeting, I know more than one person. As a result of your patience,
support, encouragement, time, and talent, I now know the majority of the membership. Quite simply
put: You’re wonderful!
An editor’s job is often invisible. In honoring me with the Tulsa NightWriter of the Year Award,
you’ve given this behind-the-scenes person a chance to be in the limelight. That’s a new role for me, and
I thank you.
How did it happen? It came about because of the opportunity to serve as editor and, not one miracle,
but a series of tiny miracles, starting with the person who invited me to my first meeting.
Whether you choose to take center stage or play a supporting role in 2016, I look forward to another
year of working with you. It takes all of us, doing our part, to make Tulsa NightWriters great.

______________________________

A Warm Welcome to Our 2016 Officer Board!
Jim Laughter, President
Bill Wetterman, Vice President
Marion Grace, Treasurer
Pam Wetterman, Hospitality
Julie Kimmel-Harbaugh, Editor

Thank you to Charles Betzler
for stepping up and serving as our vice president in 2015
when we desperately needed him.
__________________________________________________________________
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Nik’s Piks
University of Tulsa
and Tulsa Community College Offerings

by

Nikki Hanna

www.nikkihanna.com

I recommend the University of Tulsa's workshop for writers taught by Britton Gildersleeve.
Most of you know her since she has participated in panels and programs at TNW.
A WORKING WRITERS RETREAT: Getting together for writing, critique, and the craft of
revision.
Two Saturday Sessions: February 6 and February 20, from 10:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
$175 if enrolled before January 12. After January 12, it's $195.
Information available at: utulsa.edu/lifelonglearning
Contact at TU: Frances Najera, Manager of Non-Credit Courses
frances-najera@utulsa.edu, 918-631-2937
I've taken a number of courses from Britton at TU. No one is a bigger champion of aspiring writers
than Britton, and I've not run across anyone who knows more about the craft and the creative process
than she does. This wise woman has made a huge difference in my development.
Tulsa Community College also has a number of writing classes. They run $99. I tried to get more
information, but their website is not very friendly, and, after some effort, I gave up. You might have
better luck than I did at checking them out. In addition to those courses, you can audit credit courses for
$9 if there is room in the class. I did that once and enjoyed learning with younger students.

******* BOOKS BY NIKKI HANNA *******

__________________________________________________________________
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Jim Laughter
President

Bill Wetterman
Vice-President

Marion Grace
Treasurer

2016 TNW Officers
Contact Information
President………………..Jim Laughter
jimlaughter@att.net
Vice-President…………Bill Wetterman
bwetterman@cox.net
Treasurer………………Marion Grace
jnmgrace@att.net
Hospitality…………...Pam Wetterman
pwetterman@cox.net
Editor…….….Julie Kimmel-Harbaugh
juliekh314@cox.net

Julie
Pam Wetterman Kimmel-Harbaugh
Hospitality
Editor

2016 TNW MEETING SCHEDULE
January 19

TNW President Jim Laughter
A Vision for the New Year

February 16

Adrean Messmer
Negotiating Publishing/Agent Contracts

March 15
Dusty Richards and Casey Cowan

Submitting to Western Magazines and Publishers

April 19
May 17
OWFI-Conference-Awards Celebration

June 21
July 19
Click on this image to connect with
TNW on Facebook.
This website is for the networking
and news about members ONLY.
PLEASE NOTE: We welcome any
writers who want to join our Facebook
group, but be aware that joining this
group on Facebook does not mean you
have joined the Tulsa NightWriters.

August 16

September 20
October 18
November 15
OWFI Writing Contest Winners Panel

December 13 (2nd Tuesday)

TNW Annual Christmas Party
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From Your Editor
NIGHTSCRIPTS SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Deadline:
1st of the month
Specifications: Times New Roman, 12-point
Single-space
Attach graphics and/or photographs
Send to:
Julie Kimmel-Harbaugh at juliekh314@cox.net

__________________________________________________________________

Do you have an idea for strengthening Tulsa NightWriters?
Send any ideas, suggestions, speaker recommendations, etc., by e-mail,
to the officer of your choice.

(Right click on this banner to visit the Tulsa NightWriters website.)

__________________________________________________________________

If you’d like to join

,
please contact TNW Treasurer Marion Grace at jnmgrace@att.net.

We’d love to welcome you as a member!
__________________________________________________________________

The End

